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Encircle the the answers (objects) in the painting
AristoCart by Daniel Coquilla.

Can you solve the riddles below? 

Enjoyed this activity? Don't forget to tag us on Facebook and Instagram!

#AteneoArtGallery #ArtAndGames

riddle

me

this

Monkeys have me for lunch,Monkeys have me for lunch,
When there's a group of of me,When there's a group of of me,

We are known as a bunch.We are known as a bunch.

I have two pedals on either side,I have two pedals on either side,
But with no engine,But with no engine,

Almost like a car in which you ride.Almost like a car in which you ride.  

I blow in the wind when you huff and puff,I blow in the wind when you huff and puff,
Do not inhale because I am bad for your lungs,Do not inhale because I am bad for your lungs,

For sure I will give you a real nasty cough.For sure I will give you a real nasty cough.

I help protect your eyes,I help protect your eyes,
I sit on your ears and rest on your nose,I sit on your ears and rest on your nose,  

So make sure to get the right size!So make sure to get the right size!

I am light and thin as air,I am light and thin as air,
But so very bad for the environment,But so very bad for the environment,  

Any more of me Mother Earth cannot bear.Any more of me Mother Earth cannot bear.



I blow in the wind when you huff and puff,I blow in the wind when you huff and puff,
Do not inhale because I am bad for your lungs,Do not inhale because I am bad for your lungs,

For sure I will give you a real nasty cough.For sure I will give you a real nasty cough.
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I am light and thin as air,I am light and thin as air,
But so very bad for the environment,But so very bad for the environment,  

Any more of me Mother Earth cannot bear.Any more of me Mother Earth cannot bear.
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